The ISD Proceedings will be published in the AIS e-Library. A selection of the best papers (by invitation) will be published by Springer as a separate volume of the Lecture Notes in Information Systems and Organization series (indexed by Scopus; subject to final approval).

KEY DATES
Paper submission: April 15, 2017
Notification: June 15, 2017
Camera-ready: July 14, 2017
Conference: Sep. 6-8, 2017
The twenty-sixth International Conference on Information Systems Development (ISD2017) will be hosted at the award-winning facilities of UCLan Cyprus near the city of Larnaca in Cyprus. The theme of the conference is “Advances in Methods, Tools and Management”. The conference features a number of well-established tracks in the systems development field, as well as a number of new popular tracks:

- IS Methodologies and Modelling
- Managing IS Development
- ISD Education
- Legal and Ethical Aspects of ISD
- Mobility and Context-awareness in ISD
- ISD for Social Good
- Human Computer Interaction (HCI) in ISD
- Cognitive Science
- Security and Privacy in ISD
- User-centered Business Information Visualization
- Creativity support systems
- IS Development for Visual Computing
- General topics in ISD

We invite academic research papers as well as industry project reports and surveys. For more information please visit the website at:
http://isd2017.uclancyprus.ac.cy